SPECIAL PROMOTION:
Check out our full selection of Tactical Communication products--at very good prices!

TM
Our tactical throat microphone has created a new standard in price, performance and
comfort for demanding law enforcement, fire, industrial and other task critical or high
noise communication applications.
The TM is one of the most versatile economical audio accessories yet devised. It has been effectively
used in activities requiring breathing protection including SCBA’s, gas masks, hazmat, plastic suit and
confined space. It is also effective to talk and listen in noisy areas. Perfect for police tactical units and
firefighters. Included with our rugged use throat mic kit is a molded plastic neck mic with adjustable
water sealed rubber cover, dual mic elements, clear acoustic ear tube, large round detachable tactical
PTT switch and a radio connector cord. The throat mic is designed to fit necks 12 to 17 inches in size.

$11000*
Choose your tactical switch option:

TKLSA

Round
Switch

Our lightweight behind-head support headset with
N/C micro-flex boom mic and ear speaker.
Hard hat/helmet compatible.

$9400*

TTC
The Cobalt TTC bone conduction headset with dual bone conduction temple speakers
features a behind head support headset and directional noise reduction boom mic.
The TTC headset uses speakers that transmit audio directly into the user’s skull, using advanced
bone conduction technology. Dual speakers do not block the user’s ears, allowing the user to
hear what is going on around (situational awareness). The noise canceling mic is mounted
on an adjustable flex boom to place the mic where needed. Dual-Bone Conduction
temple speakers transmit audio directly from vibrations into the user’s skull. Adjustable
wrap-around style headset secures behind the user’s head. Over-the-head, adjustable strap
holds headset firmly in-place. Unique Bone Conduction speakers leave the user’s ears uncovered
so the user can hear incoming radio transmissions and environmental sounds. Or use standard
issue hearing protection ear plugs required for your work and hear communications without
needing a large muff headset.

CONNECTORS

+

OR

Belt &
Finger
Switches

Standard round tactical switch comes with TM, TKLSA,
and TTC headsets. Alternative belt and finger PTT combo
also available.

$17000*

*Quoted prices based on specifying among radio connectors shown below.

MXT

MBO

MHT

MBX

MEX

KMC

IMC

IFR

HAR

UNTY

TAIT

HYP

HYTC

VNM

Simple single or two-pin connector versions available.

www.cobaltav.com

800.264.6021

SPECIAL PROMOTION:
Check out our full selection of Tactical Communication products--at very good prices!

TT

*Quoted price based on specifying among radio connectors shown on the reverse side of this page.

Our popular lightweight Temple Transducer headset with bone conduction speakers
and boom mic. Includes small inline PTT switch. Hard hat/helmet compatible.

$22500*

NEW! TTAK
The NEW Cobalt TTAK Single Ear Lightweight Tactical Headset with
Adjustable Straps is a multi-tasking communication tool!
The TTAK has applications for many areas of law enforcement and training.
With its low profile and highly customizable strapping system to ensure a perfect
secure fit, the TTAK fits comfortably under helmets and other headgear.
Its vented earpiece allows you to hear ambient noise as well as hear to communicate.
Its flexible and reversible microphone allows for perfect fit adjustment.
U-94 plug with integrated grip PTT and radio connector cord.

About Cobalt AV

Call for
Pricing

Cobalt AV is the proprietary accessory brand of ComtronICS. Introduced in 2003,
we provide complete 2-way radio audio accessories and peripherals; bringing you
the most innovative high quality, value priced products from a single source.
Come to us for the most cutting edge products available!

CENTRAL KENTUCKY
2350 Fortune Drive, Suite 140 | Lexington KY 40509 | 859.299.9494

U-94 plug with
integrated grip PTT
and radio connector cord.

CINCINNATI METRO
7962 Tanners Gate Lane | Florence KY 41042 | 859.488.2628

www.cobaltav.com

800.264.6021

